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Subject Matter/Topic:
Graphical Presentation of Data
Time Allotment:

80minutes

References:
 Printed Materials:
 Advanced Algebra, Trigonometry, and Statistics
By: Orines pp. 588-603
 Mathematics for the New Millenium
By: Acelejado pp.27-40
Materials:
 Activity sheets
 White cartolina
 Pentel pens and crayons
 Manila paper
 Laptops
Key Concepts:
Bar Graphs
A bar graph shows relative sizes of data. Bars are drawn
proportional to the data. They may be horizontal or vertical. Bar
graphs are used to show comparison of nominal data.
Line Graphs
A line graph shows the relationship between two or more sets of
continuous data.
Circle Graphs
The circle graph is best used to compare parts to a whole. The size
of each sector of the circle is proportional to the size of the category
that it represents.
Pictographs
The pictograph or pictogram is a picture graph used to show
numerical data through symbols. The pictures to be drawn
symbolize the data being presented. Legend should be included to
know the proportionality of the symbol to the data it represents.

Objectives:
1. Identify important features of the different kinds of graphs.
2. Organize and present statistical data through graphs.
3. Analyze, interpret and draw conclusions from graphic presentation of
statistical data of dengue outbreaks in the Philippines.
4. Appreciate the importance of Dengue Prevention and Control Program
of the Philippine government.
Overview/Introduction:
In Statistics, presentation of data is the most crucial part. Data should be
organized and presented in manners that would sustain learners’ interests. One
of these methods is through graphical presentations: bar graphs, line graphs,
circle graphs and pictographs.
Essential/Guide Question:



How to analyze, interpret and draw conclusions from graphic
presentation of statistical data?

Procedure/Strategy:
Motivation:
(MI Integration: Interpersonal Intelligence)

(5-10 minutes)
Ask students to conduct a simple survey among their classmates as to
their:
a)
b)
c)
d)

birthdays
Grade in Mathematics g7 for the past 3 grading periods.
Favorite cartoon character
Ages last birthday

Note: Data gathered will be used for the next activities

Lesson Development
Activity 1: Describe me!
 Divide the class into 4 groups. Each group will choose a leader and a
presenter.
 Distribute the activity sheets.

Group 1. BAR GRAPH

Attendance of 40 students of G7-Einstein for S.Y. 2013-2014
Number of students absent due to Dengue
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Group 2 LINE GRAPH
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Recorded Temperature @ 12 NN from Dec 1-7,
2014
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Group 3 CIRCLE/PIE GRAPH

The Pie chart for the 361 students of STE
Curriculum of CCNHS for S.Y. 2014-2015
Fourth Year
18%

Grade 7
28%

Grade 9
22%

Grade 8
32%

Group 4 PICTOGRAPH

7

The number of children who went to Isabela Diagnostic Center to undergo
blood test from December 1- 7, 2016
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Legend:
= 100 heads

= 10 heads

 Let the students observe the given graph and identify the parts.
(MI Integration: Visual-Spatial)
 Each group must come up with a comprehensive description of each
part of the graph. (MI Integration: Verbal-Linguistic)
 Answer the guide questions provided in each activity.
(MI Integration: Verbal-Linguistic)

 The presenter in each group will present their group’s output to the rest
of the class. (MI Integration: Interpersonal)

Activity 2 DRAW ME!
(MI Integration: Verbal-Linguistic, Logical, Visual-Spatial, Interpersonal)
 Regroup the class into 4.
 Distribute one activity sheet per group.
 Read the instructions in each activity.
Technology Integration:
Demonstrate how to present data through graphs using Microsoft excel.
( A tutorial video presentation is provided at the last page of this module.)

Group 1.
Construct a bar graph for the given data and formulate 3-4 guide questions.
 Number of students who took the entrance examination for the
STE Curriculum for S.Y. 2005-2006 to 2014-2015

School Year

No. of Students

2005-2006

320

2006-2007

311

2007-2008

350

2008-2009

289

2009-2010

250

2010-2011

300

2011-2012

278

2012-2013

321

2013-2014

200

Group 2.
Construct a line graph for the given data and formulate 3-4 guide questions.
 The data report the overall performance ratings in Mathematics
G7-STE students of CCNHS for a ten-year period.

School Year
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014

Rating
92.5
91.5
90.04
93.2
91.9
93.1
92.2
94.8
93.2
92.7

Group 3.
Construct a circle/pie graph for the given data and formulate 3-4 guide
questions.
 Choices of favorite cartoon characters by 101 G7-students of STE
Curriculum, CCNHS.
Daimus
10
Power Puff Girls

14

Mickey Mouse

15

Snoopy

3

Garfield

7

Spider-Man

11

Voltes V

4

Hello Kitty

12

Winnie the Pooh
Donald Duck

2
3

Superman

20

Group 4.
Construct a pictograph for the given data and formulate 3-4 guide questions.
 Graduating students of CCNHS for the SY 2014-1015.
Curriculum

Candidates

STE
SPA
BEC

65
40
650

TOTAL

755

Activity 3. Let’s work together!
 Students work with their original group. (MI Integration: Interpersonal)
 Construct the graph appropriate to the data they gathered in the
motivation part of this lesson. (MI Integration: Visual-Spatial)
Group 1. Birthdays
Group 2. Grade in Mathematics g7 for the past 3 grading periods.
Group 3. Favorite cartoon character
Group 4. Ages last birthday
Analysis:
(MI Integration: Verbal-Linguistic, Logical, Visual-Spatial)
1. What are the important features of each graph?
2. What are the important things to consider in the presentation of data
using graphs?
3. Cite situations where the presentation of data is very much
important?

Abstraction:
Graphical presentation of data is preferable to some other than textual
and tabular because they find it more comprehensive and catchy since graphs
are usually constructed in a very artistic way. Nevertheless, data must be
presented in an organized and systematic way so that specific and accurate
information can easily be seen. Use of technology such as Microsoft excel is
suggested to lessen time in graphing manually but be sure to indicate important
parts/details of the graph.
Application:
(MI Integration: Verbal-Linguistic, Logical, Visual-Spatial, Interpersonal, Naturalist)
No to DENGUE!
(An information dissemination)
Goal:

Role:
Audience:
Situation:

Product:



Standards:

To present the statistical data from the Department of Health about
the Dengue’s Morbidity and Mortality Trends in the Philippines
from 1993- 2013. (Please see attached graph)
Act as a Doctor, Medical Technologist
Their classmates, subject teacher, department head and the school
principal
Present to the group the statistical graph of the Dengue’s Morbidity
and Mortality Trends in the Philippines from 1993- 2013. Let the
participants compare the entries year after year.
The students are required to:
Draw conclusions about the presentation.
Let them come up with measures that would help the government
in the implementation of Dengue Prevention and Control Program.
Make a poster to strengthen the campaign of Dengue Prevention
and Control Program.
Two (2) days is given for the completion of the posters and to be
posted on the school bulletin board.

Criteria for the Poster Making

Visual Impact
Relevance to the theme
Originality
TOTAL

40%
50%
10%
100%

Evaluation:
(MI Integration: Logical, Visual-Spatial)
Use other kinds of graphs in presenting the data in the previous activity.
Use Microsoft excel in graphing. Formulate 2 to 3 guide questions. Present your
output using PowerPoint . (Consider original grouping – Motivation part)
Rubric:
5 points
3 points
1 point

Data are complete, well organized and presented clearly and
accurately.
Data are complete and organized but not presented clearly.
Data are incomplete and not presented through graphs.

Assignment:
Cut out different examples of graphs on magazines. Interpret and draw
conclusions from the information incorporated in the graphs. (MI Integration:
Verbal-Linguistic, Logical, Visual-Spatial)
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LESSON EXEMPLAR
Paksa: MORAL ISSUES IN LIFE
Duration: One hour
Layunin:
a. Identify the human acts that violates the law of God and the sacredness of life and how it
affects the human’s health.
b. Analyze the human acts that violates the law of God and the sacredness of life and how it
affects the human’s health.
c. Prove that making a position about the issues regarding human affirmation to his life as a gift
from God is needed to strengthen our acknowledgement to His greatness and power and the
importance of man as God’s creation.
d. Make your own statement about human acts that violates the law of God and the
sacredness of life, how it affects the human’s health, and how it can be prevented.
ACTIVITY:
Activity 1: “4 Pics 1 Word”
Directions: Analyze the 4 pictures in the box. Identify the moral issues that correspond to each set of
pictures.
Materials: 4 sets of pictures per issue (abortion, euthanasia, use of illegal drugs, suicide and alcoholism)
Activity 2: “Semantic Web”
Directions: Divide the class into 6 groups. Make a semantic web that answers the question, “How does
the five moral issues affect the health and life of a person?”
ABSTRACTION:
1. What is the meaning of the word “issue”?
2. How is the life of a man different from the other living creations of God?
3. How does use of illegal drugs and alcoholism affect our intellect and will?
4. What are the bad effects of abortion and attempted suicide to the human body?
5. Does a human being have a right to be the god of his own life? Explain your answer.
ANALYSIS:
a. Why is the life of man sacred?
b. How can we maintain the sacredness of life?
c. What are we supposed to do to maintain a healthy body and prevent doing the five moral
issues discussed?
APPLICATION:
Directions: Divide the class into five groups. Assign each group one moral issue of life. Each group
will make a poem on how we can maintain our physical, mental and emotional aspect healthy to prevent
doing the issue assigned to their group. Afterwards, recite it to the whole class.
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Paksa: MGA ISYUNG MORAL SA BUHAY
Duration: Isang oras
Layunin:
a. Matukoy ang mga gawaing taliwas sa batas ng Diyos at sa kasagraduhan ng buhay
b. Masuri ang mga gawaing taliwas sa batas at sa kasagraduhan ng buhay
c. Mapatunayan na ang pagbuo ng posisyon tungkol sa mga isyung may kinalaman sa
paninindigan ng tao sa pagmamahal niya sa buhaybilang kaloob ng Diyos ay kailangan upang
mapatibay an gating pagkakilala sa Kaniyang kadakilaan at kapangyarihan at kahalagahan ng
tao bilang nilalang ng Diyos
d. Makagawa ng sariling pahayag tungkol sa mga gawaing taliwas sa batas ng Diyos at sa
kasagraduhan ng buhay
ACTIVITY:
Gawain 1: “4 Pics 1 Word”
Panuto: Suriin na mabuti ang bawat larawan sa apat na kahon. Tukuyin ang mga isyu na
tumutugon sa bawat kahon ng mga larawan. May ibinigay na clue sa bawat bilang upang mapadali ang
iyong pagsagot.
KAGAMITAN: Tig- 4 na larawan na nagpapakita ng aborsiyon, euthanasia, paggamit ng droga,
pagpapatiwakal at alkoholismo.
Gawain 2: “Semantic Web”
Panuto: Hatiin ang klase sa anim na pangkat. Bumuo ng isang semantic web na sinasagot ang
tanong na “Paano nakaaapekto sa kalusugan at buhay ng tao ang limang isyung nabanggit?”
ABSTRACTION:
1. Ano ang kahulugan ng isyu?
2. Paano naiiba ang buhay na ipinagkaloob sa tao kung ikukumpara sa buhay ng ibang nilikha ng
Diyos?
3. Paano nakaaapekto sa ating isip at kilos- loob ang paggamit ng ipinagbabawal na gamot at
alkoholismo?
4. Anu- ano ang masasamang epekto ng aborsiyon at tangkang pagpapatiwakal sa pisikal na
pangangatawan ng isang taong gumagawa nito?
5. May karapatan baa ng taong maging Diyos ng sarili niyang buhay? Ipaliwanag ang iyong sagot.
ANALYSIS:
a. Bakit kaya sagrado ang buhay ng tao?
b. Paano natin mapapanatili ang kasagraduhan ng buhay ng tao?
c. Ano ang dapat nating gawin upang mapanatiling malusog ang pangangatawan at hindi natin
maisip gawin o subukan ang mga isyung moral na tinalakay sa aralin?
APPLICATION:
Panuto: Hatiin ang klase sa limang pangkat. Italaga sa bawat pangkat ang limang isyung moral
sa buhay. Gagawa ang bawat pangkat ng isang tula na ang nilalaman ay kung papaano mapapalusog
ang pisikal na katawan, mental at emosyonal na aspeto ng isang tao upang siya ay makaiwas sa isyung
naitalaga sa kanilang pangkat. Ibahagi ito sa klase.
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Topic: COMPUTERS AND YOUR HEALTH
Duration:
One (1) hour
Objectives:
1. Identify some of the health risk related to computer use;
2. Describe the symptoms of computer-related health risks; and
3. Explain ways to prevent these health risks.
ACTIVITY:

Activity 1:

“Word Hunt”

Directions: In the puzzle presented, look for the ten (10) hidden words related to
computers and your health.
Materials:

Powerpoint presentation
¼ sheet of paper

Activity 2:

Time to Browse

Directions: Using the internet, watch video presentations featuring occupational
health and safety precautions:
a. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SuRymEHxm3l
b. http://info.psu.edu.sa/psu/cis/kalmustafa/CISCO/Lecture%20Slides/I
TE_PC_v40_Chapter2.pdf

ABSTRACTION:
1. What are the different health problems that can occur when using
computers for a long period of time?
2. How can you identify health and safety problems?
3. What are the measures in preventing this computer-related health
problems?

ANALYSIS:
a. Why is it important to monitor and review your hazard control program
and methods?
b. What should I know about personal protective equipment (PPE) as a
hazard control method?

APPLICATION:
Directions: Ask students to work in small groups (2-4 persons) and think about
specific, possible computer laboratory or classroom hazards that could fall into the
categories listed in handout given. Allow 10 minutes.
Debrief the activity in a large group by asking the students what they thought
might be hazards. Write their responses on the left side of a flipchart. Ask the
students to speculate about the kind of injuries that could result from each hazard
and write these on the right side of the flipchart.
Make suggestions that will control the risk and hazards identified into an
innovative and creative way like poster, brochure, and leaflets or through a Facebook
Fun Page.

